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ABSTRACT
The collection of programming session data is a cornerstone of programming learning analytics research. For text-based programming,
there are data collection projects, like BlueJ’s Blackbox, which provide access to the data and thereby facilitate additional research as
well as verification. For block-based programming, only data sets
of finished projects but not of programming sessions are available.
We introduce a data repository that is extendable by implementing
instrumentation plugins for various IDEs. The currently supported
features are: data collection of text-based and block-based programming sessions, curated user self-registration and filtered data
download. This then enables us to implement an educator dashboard in the future, making use of live programming session data to
incorporate educators and students into learning analytics research.
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1

INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Learning analytics (LA) research uses various data from educational
processes to aid in evaluation and assessment of students as well as
design of courses and tools, and thereby aims to improve education.
In programming, LA research specifically uses data that originate
from programming sessions.
Seminal publications related to LA in programming stress the
importance of re-analysis, replication and reproduction to independently verify experimental findings [6], and propose a process
model and research agenda for IDE-based LA scenarios [5]. Both
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points are facilitated by data collection projects like BlueJ’s Blackbox [2], collecting and sharing data on a large scale; systematic
data collection clearly provides benefits to the research field.
Many young learners make their first contact with programming through the use of block-based programming environments
like Scratch. This led to block-based programming processes being researched from multiple viewpoints, illustrated with the following examples. Filva et al. [3] analyze clickstreams in order to
assess students’ behavioural patterns. Frädrich et al. [4] use static
code analysis to detect bug patterns, and evaluate their severeness.
Kesselbacher and Bollin [7] detect struggling students based on
block type usage and programming behaviour. Troiano et al. [8]
assess successive program snapshots to evaluate the development
of learners’ computational thinking skills.
Despite these research efforts, there is, to the best of our knowledge, no project that systematically collects block-based programming session data of learners. Aivaloglou et al. [1] published a
Scratch data set consisting of about 250k scraped Scratch 2 projects.
However, each Scratch project only consists of one code snapshot
from the time when it was scraped.
In this contribution, we introduce a data repository to collect and
share incremental snapshots of block-based programming sessions.
We also propose avenues of future research, making use of live
programming session data in an educator dashboard in order to
approach new kinds of LA research questions centered on educators
and students.

2

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Our block-based programming data repository consists of two
parts1 . The first part is a headless data collection websocket endpoint which can dynamically be extended by implementing instrumentation plugins for various IDEs. Currently supported IDEs include: an instrumented Scratch 3 server running at our department,
plugins for IDEA IDEs (IntelliJ, Android Studio, PyCharm), and
Arduino IDE. The second part is a web-based user interface which
handles access to the data repository. The main functionalities are
user self-registration and data download.
Users can register for three roles: block-based and text-based
research role, which enables data download for corresponding supported IDEs, and educator role, which is to be implemented in the
future and described in Section 3.1. Registering for specific roles
serves the purpose of tracking usage statistics and, ultimately, research interest in the different types of data. Any researcher can
register for roles they do not currently have. Role assignment is
curated by our department2 .
1 Link
2 The

to the source code repository: https://gitlab-iid.aau.at/seqtrex
web-interface is available here: https://seqtrex-dashboard.aau.at/
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We implemented several filter options to refine and limit the data
when downloading programming session data from the repository.
The filter options are:
• Start and end date of programming sessions
• Platforms that represent the supported IDEs, dependent on
the user’s roles (text-based and/or block-based)
• Change granularity, dependent on the selected platforms.
The currently implemented granularities range from key
strokes to compilations [6]
• Three free text fields, which support full text inclusion search
of source file names, user names, and error texts (like compilation errors)
These filter options are designed to accommodate different study
designs, and different teaching contexts. For example, filtering for
source file names can help in recognizing those related to a given
task when downloading data for a longitudinal study.
Programming data is downloaded as a .zip file, with individual
programming sessions comprising directories containing incremental program snapshots (program source code or serialized blocks)
and change information (e.g. changed blocks or key strokes), ordered by creation time stamp.

3 PROSPECTIVE FUTURE RESEARCH
3.1 Educator Dashboard
Establishing a programming data repository to collectively share
data from programming sessions alone does not empower fundamentally new research. For example, the lack of information
regarding the learning and teaching context is identified as a major
drawback of the Blackbox dataset [2]. To remedy this drawback, we
plan to add another functionality to the web-based user interface,
in the form of an educator dashboard.
The educator dashboard should make it possible for researchers
as well as teachers to plan programming lessons. This includes:
• Providing information of the learning and teaching context
(demographic information, lesson information, supposed
learner age, etc.)
• Adding supplemental learning and teaching material
• Creating data collection groups in order to link programming
sessions to programming lessons
• Taking notes on programming sessions that could be used
for feedback and grading
These features all serve the purpose of adding contextual information to programming sessions.

3.2

Incorporating Educators into LA Research

The educator dashboard makes it possible to directly incorporate
educators into research processes of LA in programming. For example, different depictions and evaluations of programming sessions
can be shown to educators in real time, while students complete
their tasks. Questions that could be answered by incorporating
educators include:
𝑅𝑄𝑒1 Which depictions and evaluations of program sessions help
educators with student assessment?
𝑅𝑄𝑒2 Which depictions and evaluations are best suited to identify
struggling student?
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Answers to these questions could help understanding the use
and benefit of LA for educators.

3.3

Incorporating Students into LA Research

In turn, an extension of the dashboard could also incorporate students into research processes of LA in programming. Such a research avenue could serve as a pre-stage to evaluate depictions and
evaluations of programming sessions before integrating them in
IDEs. Questions that could be answered by incorporating students
include:
𝑅𝑄𝑠1 Which depictions and evaluations of program sessions help
students with programming skill acquisition?
𝑅𝑄𝑠2 How is the usefulness of different depictions and evaluations
related to students’ programming skills?
Answers to these questions could help shaping the integration of
LA data in (block-based) IDEs, improving education by empowering
students to use data from their own processes.

4

CONCLUSION

In this contribution, we introduce an extendable data repository for
learning analytics (LA) in programming which currently supports
text-based but also block-based data collection, the latter in the form
of an instrumented Scratch 3 server running at our department.
The data repository also supports curated user self-registration and
filtered data download.
Moreover, we propose ideas for future research to incorporate
educators and students into LA research by implementing an educator dashboard that makes use of live programming session data.
In the light of the process model of Hundhausen et al [5], this
uniquely addresses the intersection of analyzing/processing data
and delivering interventions.
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